Kris:
An undercover special ops team met with an accident in the Suwanee star cluster. You are to proceed there immediately for evacuation assistance. The last report received from the special ops team indicated unexpected Jem'Hadar forces in the area.

Kris:
Caution is advised.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN ANOTHER TREACHEROUS U.S.S. GANYMEDE MISSION>>>>

FCO-Terry:
:: Exits TL onto bridge and heads for Helm ::

Eng_Tal:
::on the bridge at the engineering station::

Sci_Paldn:
::reading sensors::

OPS_Rhian:
::monitoring starboard bus relays::

Eng_Tal:
::running diagnostics on the holodecks::

CO_Olbrun:
::in the captain's chair, watching the crew work::

Sci_Paldn:
CO: Federation freighter on edge of sensors

XO_Louis:
:: Glances over Lt. Yu's shoulder to check status. ::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Any Jem Hadar in the area?

CO_Olbrun:
<Yu>::looks up, slightly irritated, but not saying anything::

Eng_Tal:
::begins to check EPS system::

Sci_Paldn:
CO: no enemies vessels detected; 5 lifesigns on freighter

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Have the doctor prepare for wounded.

Sci_Paldn:
CO: Aye, vessel propulsion is negative, lifesupport is minimal

XO_Louis:
Thanks Yu.  :: Takes seat next to the Captain ::

Sci_Paldn:
*Paladine to Sickbay* please prepare for wounded

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Prepare a tractor beam.

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  Aye sir

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Can we get a transporter lock on the survivors?

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  Capt, we are unable to hail the freighter

XO_Louis:
Captain: I would reccomend Yellow Alert.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Agreed.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Yellow alert.

XO_Louis (Sound - ALERT.wav):
<To all> *Yellow Alert*

Sci_Paldn:
Captain: affirmative, lock established

OPS_Rhian:
CO: Aye sir  ::initiates yellow::

CO_Olbrun:
Mai Ai: Transporter room, five to beam directly to sickbay from the freighter.

Kris:
ACTION: THE FIVE OCCUPANTS OF THE FAILING FEDERATION FREIGHTER ARE SAFELY BEAMED ABOARD THE U.S.S. GANYMEDE.

Sci_Paldn:
::adjusting LR sensors, listening for local communication if any::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: I will be in Sickbay- you have the bridge.

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  The passengers have been beamed aboard

CO_Olbrun:
::she rises and heads for the TL in the back::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye.

Eng_Tal:
::EPS flow ckecks out, beginning to monitor the Warp engines::

CO_Olbrun:
::she gets to Sickbay, and heads for the doctor: SunYi: Who is the leader?

Sci_Paldn:
XO: now detecting Jem'Haddar communication at extreme range

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Can you get a lock on the originating source?

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Reccomend that we modulate sensors to search for vairences cused by their cloaking devices

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I'm attempting now

Sci_Paldn:
XO: there no evidence at present that we have been detected

CO_Olbrun:
::she notices that she's being ignored, and goes over to the survivors herself::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: go ahead, Science... help Tactical.

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks them over, and thinks she recognizes Spicer among them::

Eng_Tal:
::Matter/antimater reaction at nominal readings::

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  We need to remodulate the sensors to look for phase variences...I'm sending you the parameters now

Doc_SunYi:
CO; Sorry I was listening to their hearts traces :::Pulls plugs from ears ::

Sci_Paldn:
Rhian: acknwledged, corod

XO_Louis:
*Engineering* Status report.

CO_Olbrun:
SunYi: Who is the leader of this team?

Doc_SunYi:
CO: THis is their leaders :::Leads her to Spicer ::

Eng_Tal:
XO: everything is fine sir.

Sci_Paldn:
Rhian: co-ordinating now, downloading TAc database and cross referencing

KC_Spicer:
::smiling weakly and waving at the Captain::

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Understood

CO_Olbrun:
::she glances down:: Spicer: KC, you've seen better days. ::she smiles:: What happened?

CMO_Wells:
:: comes running into SB:: all: Status!

Sci_Paldn:
::keeping an eye on those comm signals::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  They came out of nowhere.  We were on a covert mission...no one was supposed to know....Jem'Hadar attacked us and then ran....::scowling::  I'd be VERY interested in knowing where to find us.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The sensors have been  adjusted but I am unable to localize the communications intercepts

XO_Louis:
Enginering: Prepare the tractor... just in case.

Eng_Tal:
XO: Aye sir.

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Can you put it on audio?

Doc_SunYi:
CMO:  I have performed all the standard checks on these personnel , one shows a slight heart arythmia , but that may be just over exertion ... all they seem to have is bumps bruises and a few broken bones

CMO_Wells:
Sun-Yi: What have we got here?

CO_Olbrun:
::her mind jumps to a suspicion of Hazbin, but she says nothing:: Spicer: How many did you lose?

Sci_Paldn:
::monitoring solar wind for cloaked energy signatures::

Eng_Tal:
::preparing tractor - initializing program Tal 2::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  None, but we all almost missed our final paycheck.  Your people beamed us out just as our life support was failing.  ::another grim smile::  Good timing.

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: Patient # 3 has a mild concussion also

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles:: Spicer: It's what we do. What can you tell me about the attack?

CMO_Wells:
Sun-Yi: good ... any ideas what caused this ? :: starts treatment on a patient #3::

Sci_Paldn:
XO: suggest we download Freighter's computer logs and analyse

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: I would guess that they had some unwelcome guests

Eng_Tal:
XO: Program ready sir.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I'm attempting to boost reception

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Good idea, start as soon as possible.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  We were investigating another report of...uh...a device similar to the one you found in an asteroid earlier.....and they came out of nowhere.  These search and destroy missions Hazbin has me on are classified with the strictest levels.  

OPS_Rhian:
<Enginieering> TAL:  can you work you magic with the comms recievers?  I need a boost to pick up this signal.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I'm afraid we either have a leak, or someone at a high level is not who they appear to be.

Doc_SunYi:
:::Goes to workj with a bone fusion instrument ::

Eng_Tal:
Rhian: I will do my best sir.

CO_Olbrun:
::her voice drops:: Spicer: Another report? I don't like the sound of this.

KC_Spicer:
::turing pale as a medical technician examines her leg::

Sci_Paldn:
XO: acknowledged, establishing virus firewall and protocols

CMO_Wells:
Sun-Yi:  looks like it....

CO_Olbrun:
::taps her commbadge:: *Louis:* Step up to Red Alert- I don't want anything to catch us off our guard.

Doc_SunYi:
:::Examines fourth patient ::

Sci_Paldn:
::downloading freighter logs::

Eng_Tal:
*Ensign Brady* Go to communications.

OPS_Rhian:
::continuing scan for cloaked vessels::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: I also want a complete scan of that ship.

XO_Louis:
*Captain* Aye sir.

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady > *Tal* Aye sir.

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: I would love a mewical file on these people :::frowns :: is this implant normal for him ?

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Red Alert!

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Aye ::injitiating red alert::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: How soon can Commander Spicer leave Sickbay?

Eng_Tal:
::Calculating new procedures routines::

Sci_Paldn:
XO: freighter is standard deep space transport with explosives as cargo,

CMO_Wells:
:: turns to Sun Yi::  What did you say?  Implant?  what kind? :: goes over to him::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Explosives?... What kind of explosives?

Eng_Tal:
::communicate communication changes to ensign Brady::

Sci_Paldn:
::monioring solar wind for ion trails and signatures::

CO_Olbrun:
Wells: Doctor, how soon can Spicer leave Sickbay? ::she's not in a mood to be patient.::

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: It appears to be a standard issue implant though

KC_Spicer:
::passing out::

CO_Olbrun:
::she notices Spicer's checkout, and bites her lip::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Status report on our friends out there.

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady> *Tal*  We should be done with these modifactions soon.

CO_Olbrun:
::she approaches Wells:: Wells: Doctor, as soon as Spicer is awake, alert me. I'll be on the bridge.

Doc_SunYi:
:::Note Spicer passing out :: Co: I would guess it will be a bit

Sci_Paldn:
XO: standard high yield explosives designed for demoltion

CMO_Wells:
::calls up the paient's file::   standrd issue for what alilment there shows no such on his recent record, but I have a feeling  all his history isn't here....

Eng_Tal:
OPS: The comm modifications should be done soon.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Continue to evaluate the logs and see if there are any clues to this mission.

Sci_Paldn:
XO: comm patterns indicate a co-ordinated grid search

CMO_Wells:
CO: aya aye

Doc_SunYi:
:::Walks over to Spicer and begins checking out what Ails her ::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she turns on her heel, and stalks out of Sickbay, heading for the nearest TL and heading for the bridge::

XO_Louis:
:: Nods at the Science officer and thinks "it figures" ::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The strength of the communications intercepts is weakening.  But I was able to pick up fragments referencing a search for someting.  I would surmise that their distance is increasing.

Doc_SunYi:
:::Gets out Bones mender and tugs on leg to get the bones back into position ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she enters the bridge:: Louis: Status, Mr. Louis.

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Thank you, try to assertain direction.

Eng_Tal:
<Ensign Brady> *Tal* modifications complete.

Eng_Tal:
OPS: Modifications complete sir.

XO_Louis:
Captain: We have a couple of Jem Hdar ships in an apparent grid search... they are distancing themselves from us.

KC_Spicer:
::groaning in unconscious state::

OPS_Rhian:
<Engineering>  Understood

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  We are beginning to pick up Jem'Haddar ion signatures

CO_Olbrun:
:;she takes her seat, looking noticibly pale, but otherwise very focussed::

Doc_SunYi:
:::Puts Neural inhibitor into place ::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Attempting ascertination now

XO_Louis:
Captain: We are also analyzing the logs from the freighter.

Sci_Paldn:
::monitoring solar wind for cloaked signature displacement::

CMO_Wells:
:; monitures Spicers condition::

OPS_Rhian:
<engineering> Thanks Tal

CO_Olbrun:
::in a low voice:: Louis: This may be linked to the Kolnar mission. Please be prepared for that.

Eng_Tal:
::Placing addtional safety protocols on new comm modifications::

Eng_Tal:
Rhian: No Problem.

Doc_SunYi:
:::Mend tibia and hairline fracture in fibula ::

KC_Spicer:
::coming around::   Ugh.  Sickbay still.  I hate sickbays.

XO_Louis:
Captain: I deduced that based on the ships out there. We are at Red Alert.

Sci_Paldn:
~~~attempting to sense any local alien emotions~~~

CMO_Wells:
Kc:  well it can't be that bad? welcome back to the land of the living.....

Doc_SunYi:
KC: Don't move about too much , I have a neural inhibitor in place for now

KC_Spicer:
::trying to sit up::  Where do they keep the coffee on this ship, Doctor Wells?

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles, but her smile is very tight::

Doc_SunYi:
:::Places hand on forehead and gently pushes downwards ::

KC_Spicer:
Oof.

Sci_Paldn:
::narrows eyes::

KC_Spicer:
::scowling at Doctor Yi::

CMO_Wells:
KC: i'll make sure you get some soon as you are able ok.....

KC_Spicer:
::looking pitiful::  Coffee I.V. then?

Doc_SunYi:
KC: Give me about five minutes and then I have soime Jamacan Blue Mountain

OPS_Rhian:
::Vulcan ears picking up COs comments::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I am unable to determine the number or direction of the Jen'Haddar ships ATT

Eng_Tal:
::preparing backup generators in case of a fire fight::

KC_Spicer:
Mmmmm....nice.....   ::dropping out from sedatives::

Sci_Paldn:
::scans freighter crew for alien/dominion physiology::

CMO_Wells:
KC: not with your injuries....::smiles::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Can we show a tactical layout of the area our friends are searching?

Doc_SunYi:
:::Uses bone regenerator on skull fracture ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she senses that she's being listened to by someone other than the XO:: Rhian: Mr. Rhian, I suggest you attend to your duties.

Sci_Paldn:
XO: long range 3D plane on viewer, color overlay

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: what do you suggest for the Subdural hematomial swelling ?

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I will a attempt not to overhear anyting else sir

XO_Louis:
:: Snaps head around to see Rhian and lets out a grin at the captain ::

CMO_Wells:
:: while Sun Yi treates Spicer checks on the other paeints::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Tactical on the viewer.

CO_Olbrun:
::she doesn't react externally, but inside she knows she's made a fair call::

Eng_Tal:
::feels the hairs on the back of my neck rise::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Should we attempt to pursue?

Sci_Paldn:
XO: is it possible one of the freighter crew is a founder?

XO_Louis:
:: Surprised at that comment :: Paladine: What makes you think that?

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: I am thinking of a mild vascular dialator

OPS_Rhian:
::bringing up TAC display::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Scan for a Millenium gate. If you detect one, we pursue. If not, we let them go.

Sci_Paldn:
XO: it was very convenient the freighter was in our path

CMO_Wells:
::see's the injuirews are caredfor and just the concussion will take time to heal, returns to spicer::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Do you believe we should have blood tests done?

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: It's a wise precaution.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye.

XO_Louis:
*Security* Send a team to SB.

Sci_Paldn:
XO: I didn't think the Jem Haddar left people alive

CMO_Wells:
<w>Sun Yi: I'm going to do a blood test on them just in case....:; prepares hypos::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: There is always a first time.

XO_Louis:
*Dr Wells* A security team is on their way.

Eng_Tal:
::remonitoring power systems::

Sci_Paldn:
::not convinced, scanning for Millenium Gate::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The Jem'Haddar ships are searching on the edge of the asteroid belt

CMO_Wells:
*XO*:   we are waiting for them....

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: I will take these two

Doc_SunYi:
:::Draws blood from Spicer ::

CMO_Wells:
Sun Yi:  lay on....

CMO_Wells:
:: goes to the other paernts an ddraws blood::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Any sign of a Gate?

Doc_SunYi:
:::Draws Blood from other patient on other side of aisle ::

Sci_Paldn:
XO: not at present, we are too far away from the field for conclusive readings

Doc_SunYi:
::Walks to 5th patient and draws blood ::

XO_Louis:
Captain: If we move in closer, we may be detected. Do you want to take the chance?

Doc_SunYi:
CMo : these are these 3 ::indicates which three ::

KC_Spicer:
::coming around again::

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Have a level 4 forcefield prepared in case of a Changeling in Sickbay.

KC_Spicer:
Why do I always wake up in someone's Sick Bay?

Doc_SunYi:
:::Notes Spicer reawakening ::

Sci_Paldn:
::examining freighter logs::

CMO_Wells:
Sun Yi very good : takes vials::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: It's better to know, Robert. I can't let one of those get away.

CMO_Wells:
:: runs tests on vials, no changlings::

Doc_SunYi:
SPicer : give me just a minute walks to closet ::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye.

KC_Spicer:
::feeling generous::  Take two, Doc.

OPS_Rhian:
*CO*  Aye sir

XO_Louis:
Helm: Lay in a course to take us withing sensor range.

CMO_Wells:
*Co*:  bllod check on the team is clear. no changlings

Doc_SunYi:
::Pours VanderMint into a coffee mug  nad then walks to a drip pot on a hotplate ::

Doc_SunYi:
:::Walks back to Spicer with mug ::

XO_Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: Aye sir, couse laid in.

KC_Spicer:
::overhearing Wells::  That's good news.

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells* Excellent. Keep me informed.

XO_Louis:
Helm: Engage, warp 2.

XO_Louis (Sound - WARP.wav):

OPS_Rhian:
*CO* Containment fiels in place.  I have dispatched a team to wait outside SB as well

Sci_Paldn:
XO: I do find ot interesting that gates seem to be located in asteroid fields

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: It appears its for naught. Recall your teams.

Doc_SunYi:
Spicer : Her you go , it is a prescription_r_n::Hands her the mug ::

KC_Spicer:
::sipping::  Mmmm..interesting....

KC_Spicer:
Can I speak with the Captain or is she busy?

Sci_Paldn:
::perhaps the center of gravity, large mass....hmmm::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Yes it is, by the way... what is our ETA to sensor range?

Doc_SunYi:
*CO * Spicer is awake and asking if you are presently busy

Eng_Tal:
::monitoring matter/antimatter reaction::

OPS_Rhian:
*CO* Understood ::recalling disgruntled security team::

CO_Olbrun:
*SunYi* I can speak with her. I will be there momentarily.

CO_Olbrun:
:;stands and heads for the TL, again.:: Louis: You have the bridge.

Doc_SunYi:
*CO* Understood , and thank you

XO_Louis:
:: Nods to the Captain ::

Doc_SunYi:
SPicer: she will be here shortly

KC_Spicer:
::nodding::  Thanks.   

CO_Olbrun:
::she heads down to Sickbay in jig time, and goes straight to Spicer's biobed:: Spicer:: Feeling better?

Sci_Paldn:
XO: 3 min, perhaps the gates need a large center of gravity as an anchor to function, or as a power source?

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Splendid Captain.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I've been thinking and I believe I should bring something to your attention.

Doc_SunYi:
::pours some coffee for himself into cup ::

OPS_Rhian:
::running calibration diagnostics on shields::

CMO_Wells:
:: stays out of the captains way as she wizzes by::

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: Coffee ?

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: Do we need to have some privacy?

OPS_Rhian:
::tries not to hear any errant mutterings::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  There's been a certain....tension for lack of a better word....brewing at the highest levels of Starfleet.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I trust your crew, I've seen them in action.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Let's first make sure we are not caught, then speculate on why those things don't work. Understood? ::Feeling a bit on edge and showing it::

Eng_Tal:
::notices a little variance - slightly adjusting mixture algorithms::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I believe we were ambushed and someone let had to have let some information leak.

Sci_Paldn:
::allows XO's edge to wash across psionic shields::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she nods, listening:: Spicer: Any names coming to mind?

XO_Louis:
:: Takes deep breath and calms down ::

KC_Spicer:
No, but it has to be someone on Hazbin's staff.   Someone has betrayed the old guy.

Sci_Paldn:
::colorful astral effect::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: What are the sensors picking up?

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I'm not going to lie to you. Hazbin is not very high on my list of trusted people.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Oh, I know he didn't betray us.  He would never betray me.  ::smiling::

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Scanning

CO_Olbrun:
:;raises an eyebrow, but dismisses any thoughts going through her head:: Spicer: You seem very confident of that.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  He's my father.

XO_Louis:
Helm: Drop us out of warp as soon as we are within range.

Sci_Paldn:
::searching for JH sentry ships in the solar wind::

CO_Olbrun:
::she hides her shock very well:: Spicer: Then I can understand that.

Doc_SunYi:
::Waves Pot gently in Spicers direction ::

XO_Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: Aye sir.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Among other things, my name has changed to protect my work.  No one knows the family line, and he thought I'd be safer if we kept it that way.

XO_Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: Dropping out of warp sir.

Sci_Paldn:
::looking at motion sensors::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Tactical scans are negative

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods:: Spicer: Anything else I should know?

XO_Louis:
Helm: All stop.

Eng_Tal:
::status green for warp engines - switched to monitoring to impulse engines::

XO_Louis:
:: To everyone and noone :: Let's keep an eye on our guests out there so they don't detect us.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  You know as much as I.  As I'm sure you know by now, I'm on a personal search and destroy mission for these Portals.  We heard rumour of one out here, but now I believe we were lured out here.

Sci_Paldn:
::now this is the edge of the universe, not even a gas station::

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Although that doesn't explain why the Jem'Hadar ran after they attacked us, and left us alive.  I can't fit the final pieces of the puzzle.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: What do the sensors indicate?

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: I don't understand it either. ::she falls quiet for a moment:: KC, I'm on a similar mission, even if I'm not sanctioned by Starfleet.

KC_Spicer:
::nodding quietly and grimacing at the headache::

Eng_Tal:
::Impulse engines check out::

Sci_Paldn:
XO: Sir there isn't enough life out here to fill a shot glass

CO_Olbrun:
::she pauses:: Spicer: How did Hazbin find out about these portals? There are only a handful of people who knew about that, and all but two of us are dea.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  How strong is the solar noise?

XO_Louis:
Paladine: And our guests?

Sci_Paldn:
XO: apparently, there are no founders aboard

KC_Spicer:
CO:  He has sources even I don't know about.   Sometimes he seems much older than he really is.  :;shrugging::

XO_Louis:
Very well.

XO_Louis:
Helm: Take us back to the freighter.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: We'll get you back to a starbase, or whereever you need to be. I'm going to call off my ship before we come to harm. Something doesn't ring true here.

Sci_Paldn:
::nice place for drive through::

XO_Louis:
<Hei Yu> :: With some disgust in his voice :: Aye, Sir.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The Jem"Haddar ships have moved out of sensor range

KC_Spicer:
CO:  Agreed sir.  Keep your people safe.  I'm not sure you can trust anyone these days.

Eng_Tal:
:: running diagnostics on backup computer core::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Very good. Yellow Alert.

Sci_Paldn:
::sporting those hobgoblin ears, and scanning::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Aye sir ::downgrades to yellow::

XO_Louis:
*Captain* No sign of anything, we are returning to the freighter.

CO_Olbrun:
*Louis* Excellent. I was just about to order you to do so.

KC_Spicer:
CO:  I'll transfer the coordinates of the Starbase my people will need to be transferred to.  Thank you for your help.

XO_Louis:
:: To all :: Very good everyone... stay on your toes.

CO_Olbrun:
Spicer: Anytime. If you'll excuse me, though, I need to return to the bridge.

XO_Louis:
:: Sits back in the second chair and begins to work on a status report for the Captain ::

KC_Spicer:
::nodding and reclining back on the biobed with a headache::

Sci_Paldn:
::scanning the explosives on the freighter for stability::

Doc_SunYi:
:::walks up to Spicer with another cup ::

Eng_Tal:
::backup computer core readings are in the green::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she heads out of sickbay, and back to the bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
::she waits for the coordinates to be transferred to the helm::

KC_Spicer:
::snoring from the sedatives::

Doc_SunYi:
Spicer : Time for another dose of " Medicine "

Sci_Paldn:
::adds explosives to recoverd inventory list::

CMO_Wells:
:: from her office:: Sun Yi: i think that did it.....

XO_Louis:
<Hei Yu> XO: We are now holding position just off the bow of the freighter.

Doc_SunYi:
::Places cup on table next to biobed ::

XO_Louis:
Helm: Very good.

Doc_SunYi:
CMO: What did ?

CO_Olbrun:
::she reenters the bridge:: Louis: We're just waiting for the coordinates from Spicer.

CMO_Wells:
Sun Yi: good oldfashion Mr. Mickey....

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye. :: Checks for coordinates ::

Doc_SunYi:
CMO:::Smiles :: Me ?

Sci_Paldn:
XO: are we going to tow the freighter to spacedock?

XO_Louis:
:: Shrugs :: Captain: Are we going to destroy that freighter?

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  It might be better to just scuttle the freighter

CMO_Wells:
Sun Yi: not you.. :; points at the mug::   that...

Sci_Paldn:
CO: its a perfectly good ship

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: Beam the explosives into a cargo bay, and then destroy the ship.

Eng_Tal:
::performing checks on emergency batteries::

CO_Olbrun:
Yu: Move us to a safe distance.

XO_Louis:
:: Nods to the Captain ::

CO_Olbrun:
<Yu>Aye. :;does so::

Doc_SunYi:
::Chuckles::

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  Understood ::warming up the puppies::

XO_Louis:
:: Whispers to the Captain:: I think you like doing that sometimes.

Sci_Paldn:
:: Davy Jones' Locker::

KC_Spicer:
<<<<END MISSION>>>>
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